
 

Duplicating of Sauna Lock Cards 
If you are a manager of a sauna club, you could meet losing a sauna lock card. In 

this case, you have to damage the lock. If you Please use duplicator, to avoid 

damaging the lock in case the sauna lock card is lost.  

Before you buy a duplicator, you must confirm the types of your sauna lock 

cards.  

According to the following identiction features, you could confirm the type of 

your cards easily. If you could not confirm the type of your cards, please send your 

cards with the lock to me to test it for you. 

Normally, there are 3 main types of sauna lock cards, ie, low-frequecy(125kHz), 

high-frequecy(13.56MHz), and iButton (TM, Touch Memory). To the different type of 

your sauna lock cards, it is so easy for you to deplicate by use of the corresponding 

duplicator. 

1. Low-frequency Sauna Lock Card 
The working frequency of the types of cards is 125kHz. 

Using Low-fre Duplicator, you could not only test the brands of your cards, but 

also duplicate them quickly. Only if you could test the type successfully, the card 

must be duplicated by the duplicator. 

Attention：The duplicator is only copier, not a card. If you want to duplicate your 

card, you have to adopt a card or a simulator at least. So, you ought to select one 

from the next methods. 

1.1 type B 

Feature Identification: There is a character “B” on the white wafer. 

 

Duplicating Method: Buying a white wafer(type B) or simulator(type B), you 

could duplicate it by duplicator at once. 

1.2 type E 

Feature Identification: There are characters “2015E” or “2016E” or “2017E” 

or “2018E” or “2019E” on the white wafer. If you have bought the duplicator, you 



 

could test it very easily and quickly.  

                

Duplicating Method: You have to use the simulator to duplicte the wafer, 

because the lock has remain the UID of card. 

1.3 type T 

Feature Identification: There is a or more character “T” or “57” on the white 

wafer. If you have a duplicator, you could test it by the test function.  

 

Duplicating Method: Adopting the white wafer(T type) , you could duplicate it 

by duplicator maybe.                       

2. High-frequency Sauna Lock Card 
The working frequency of the types of cards  is 13.56MHz. Normally, before 

copying the card, the password of the card must be deciphered. 

Feature Identification: There is a character “M” or several charcters “20xxM”.  

 



 

Duplicating Method: After deciphering the passwords, you could duplicate it 

by use of the duplicator(type M) from your card to a new wafer(type M). 

3. iButton 
It is called TM(Touch Memory) also. It has unique ID also. 

Feature Identification: 

  

Duplicating Method: You could duplicte it from your iButton to an simulator 

by means of duplicator （TM type）. 
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